
Time: 15 minutes
Time that the enhancements should last: Up to 9 weeks

Suggested price: Double the cost of your regular pedicure, if a pedicure is also performed. 
Otherwise charge the customer the cost of one pedicure.

Supplies needed: Magic wand, e-file, mandrel, 180 grit medium sanding band, square wipes, swipe, 
protein bond, base, any glitters for mixing, nail brush, flex, finish, gel lamp and 150 zebra file.

Glitter Gel Toes
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1. Push back cuticles and remove protein growth on all 10 toes.
2. Use electric file to prepare natural nail using a mandrel and 180 grit medium sanding band on all 10 toes.
3. Use swipe and square wipe to remove dust and oil from natural nails on all 10 toes.
4. Apply protein bond to all 10 toes.
5. Apply a thin layer of base gel to one foot, sprinkle glitter to completely cover the nail.
6. Cure in lamp minimum of 30 seconds. 
7. Work on the other foot and complete the base gel, glitter and then cure.
8. When the first foot is removed from the gel lamp, brush off excess glitter with the nailbrush. Whatever is 
    not bonded with the base gel will brush off.
9. Apply a thin coat of flex gel and cure for 2 minutes.
10. Repeat this step to the other foot.
11. When the first foot is removed apply finish gel and cure for one minute. DO NOT REMOVE RESIDUE FIRST.
12. Cure for one minute.
13. Repeat this step on the other foot.
14. When both feet are completely cured, take your 150 grit zebra file and remove any rough edges and take down 
     the length AFTER the service is preformed. 
15. Apply rose oil.
16. If the customer wants a pedicure, provide that service after the gel toes have been completed.

TO REMOVE GLITTER GEL TOES, USE YOUR MEDIUM SANDING BANDS AND FILE THEM OFF.      
 MAKE SURE NOT TO DAMAGE THE NATURAL NAIL WHEN REMOVING THE GEL. 


